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Safety Instructions:
1. Loops in pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords that operate the product 

can cause strangulation
2. To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of 

young children. Cords may become wrapped around a child’s neck
3. Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords
4. Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not twist and create a loop
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N.B. For more information and child safety device fitting instructions, see Point 
9 on Page 7.
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R42 Spring assisted sidewinder control:
N.B. This blind should be installed by a person competent in DIY. If in doubt 

please consult a professional. 
1. The standard plastic brackets are suitable for face or top-fixing. 
2. Check that the blind fits correctly. The spring sidewinder mechanism will 

be on the right-hand side, with the fabric rolling off the back of the barrel, 
unless a reverse-roll was ordered.

3. Fix the spring-end bracket using appropriate screws/plugs.
4. Locate the blind into the spring sidewinder end bracket, and mark the 

position of the pin-end bracket, allowing approximately 2mm free-play 
between brackets and blind.

NB. To operate correctly, the blind MUST be fixed level.
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R42 Spring assisted sidewinder control:

911929/6 RH
spring assisted sidewinder
911929/8 RH
spring assisted sidewinder
911929/10 RH
spring assisted sidewinder

911940
Retactable pin end

911864
Barrel 36mm911938W

Bracket set

911938W
Bracket set

913680S
Metal ball chain

938311W/B/S
Tear Drop BottomBar

938312W/B/S
BottomBar End Cap

926325W
Back Bar Top Fix Bracket

941002W
Braked Spring
Bracket Set
(Back Bar)

933010W
Back Bar
Screw

926325W
Back Bar Top Fix Bracket

938031W
AluminiumBack Bar

OPTIONAL

918003S
Wire

918011
Wire clamp

918008
Side guiding bezel

OPTIONAL
938312W/B/S Endcap
938313W/B/S Side guiding adapter
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R42 Spring assisted sidewinder control:
5. Remove the blind and fix the pin-end bracket using appropriate screws/

plugs.
6. Insert the spring sidewinder end of the blind into its bracket. Turn the clear 

plastic wheel at the pin-end of the blind to retract pin. Locate the blind into 
the pin-end bracket and turn the wheel in the opposite direction to extend 
the pin into the bracket.  

7. Bring the blind down from its ‘up’ position using the sidewinder control 
chain. Now check the blind opens by pulling on the front part of the chain. 
With one touch, hold the chain down while the blind rises (intermediate 
positions are achieved by letting go of the chain at the desired point). If 
the fabric does not wind up completely when the blind is operated, greater 
spring tension can be applied as follows:
a) Bring the blind down 250mm from its uppermost position.
b) Remove the blind from the brackets and roll the fabric by hand into  
 the roller.
c) Replace the blind in the brackets.
d) If tension is still not enough, repeat sets a to c.
e) If tensioned too much, follow the above but in reverse. Remove the  
 blind from the brackets and unroll the fabric by hand off the roller.

8. Ensure the blind is not over tensioned as the blind is designed to rise to the 
top and slow down and stop without the bottom bar hitting the brackets, 
otherwise the bottom bar can get trapped between the tube and the wall.
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9. Ensure the relevant child safety device is used to comply with BS 
EN13120:2009+A1:2014, BS EN16433:2014 and BS EN16434:2014 as follows:

Chain Tidy
The chain tidy will be attached to the chain 
when the blind arrives. The chain tidy should 
be at a maximum distance from the control 
mechanism, keeping the chain taut (not 
under excessive tension however as this 
could negatively affect the longevity and 
operation of the blind). Put the retaining 
device on the wall, mark fixing holes with a 
pencil, drill the holes and screw the device 
to the wall with suitable fixings.
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